Abstract-A kind of laser scanning weld seam tracking system is studied. The calibration method for the system parameters is presented and the recognition method for the seam characteristic point is given based on digital image processing. Firstly, preprocess the laser image using median filter method, adaptive threshold method and isolated point filter method and find the seam characteristic point using the digital morphological method. Then, accomplish the parameter calibration of the structured light according to laser plane infinity point projection in the camera obtained by moving the sensor with the target of a set of parallel lines. Finally, Change the position of the robot to detect fixed target and solve the robot hand-eye matrix. The calibration process of the sensor is convenient and the precision is reliable. U weld seam on the spatial free-form surface can be measured by the sensor.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to meet the needs of modern industrial production, the application of robot in welding has become the hot spot of research. The main application of the sensor includes the arc sensor [1] and the visual sensor [2] . Along with the development of computer image processing technology [3] , the use of visual sensors is more extensive. The laser scanning welding seam tracking sensor used in this system is a kind of visual sensor.
The sensor transmits the two dimensional images information to the computer. So as to obtain three dimensional information in the weld robot base coordinate system, calibration for laser sensors and robot hand-eye is necessary. Calibration of the sensor including camera and structure light calibration, the technology of camera calibration [4] is relatively mature. The earliest method of calibration of laser structured light is tooth shape calibration [5] and wire drawing calibration [6] . These methods utilize the specific calibration rake to generate the target point on the structural light plane. In addition, the coordinate of the target point in the structure plane of the structure is obtained by using the auxiliary measuring instrument. As to robot hand-eye calibration, the most classical algorithm is solved by the equation AX=XB [7] [8] . Between double adjacent of the robot movement, "A" means transformation matrix at the end of the manipulator, "B" represents sensor's transformation matrix, and "X" represents the hand-eye relationship. On this basis, there are different algorithms for solving: Qi [9] uses the method of robot handeye calibration based on the linear feature. But in practical applications, a linear feature is difficult to constitute and accuracy is hard to guarantee. Hu [10] founds another calibration method for robot hand-eye based on planar structure, but it also is existed the problem that is difficult to ensure plane features.
From the perspective of the practical application, the calibration method should be simple and feasible in the premise of ensuring the accuracy of calibration. In this paper, the calibration of structured light is projected on the basis of the infinite point on the laser plane. The target points are detected by the same fixed robot pose to achieve robot handeye's calibration. The entire calibration process does not require a precise calibration target and an auxiliary measuring instrument. Meanwhile, the result is reliable and accurate.
II. ROBOTIC SEAM TRACKING OF LASER SCANNING SYSTEM
The robot laser scanning welding seam tracking system is composed of six degrees of freedom robot and sensor. As shown in Fig. 1 , the robot controls the laser scanning seam tracking sensor to scan the weld. Then, the video camera transmits the laser image of the weld information to the computer. In the figure, {R} is a basic coordinate system with the base of the robot; {E} is manipulator end coordinate system; {C} is camera coordinate system.
III. WELD FEATURE POINT DETECTION
Laser image is captured by the camera's presence arc, spatter, and other noise. According to the characteristics of the original weld image, pretreatment is the interference of the maximum degree of noise removal. In this paper, the laser image preprocessing process is shown in Fig. 2 . The following will use U-shaped curved seam image processing as an example. When the depth of the weld change, the image is different. As shown in Fig. 3 , (a) is the image of the deep seam in the pre -and after -processing, while (b) is the image of the weld which is more shallow. As shown in Fig. 4 , when taking curved weld as an example. The extraction of weld feature points using not only expansion and erosion algorithm in mathematical morphology but image subtraction. Which make the algorithm can be applied to planar and curved surfaces. Specific steps are as follows:
a) The expansion operation of the laser image is firstly carried out, which connects the image of the two laser structured light.
b) The same number of laser images were performed in the same number of times, so the shape of the two laser structured light image was restored to the expansion operation.
c) A reduction operation on the image of the welded joint before the expansion operation of the laser structured light image. Through this operation, the image will emergence a little laser image and lots of isolated areas.
d) Representing different regions of the imageon the basis ofdifferent gray values, then filtering out the isolated points and small regions. In the final image,the weld feature points are obtained.
e) Finding out the center of the figure in laser image, which the weld feature points in the image coordinates.
IV. SYSTEM CALIBRATION

A. Calibration of Structure Light Sensor
The sensor uses triangulation method to measure the weld seam. The measurement model used in the system shown as Fig. 5 . The process can also be described as a laser light plane by means of projection transformation to a camera's image plane. In the Fig. 5 , PI is the plane projected by laser plane; OcXcYcZc is camera coordinate system based on the intersection of the optical axis and lens, O-XY for image coordinate system. If P(xc, yc, zc) is a point in laser plane, its coordinates in the image plane is p (x, y). According to the principle of triangulation method, the following relations are obtained:
Among these relations, f is camera focal length; B is the distance between the laser plane and the Xc axis and the optical axis of the camera which is called "Base length"; θ is the angle between Xc and laser plane. The conversion relationship between camera coordinate and image coordinate of target point is followed:
If the type of camera focal length f, projection angle, base length B all are known. According to (2) , any point in the 3D space can correspond to the points in the 2D image. System internal parameters calibration of laser sensor is to calculate "f", "θ" and "b".
The parameter "f" can be obtained by camera calibration. According to the principle of triangulation method:
If the point P is in the infinite distance of the laser plane, it means (xc, yc, zc) →∞, zc→∞, so f·cotθ-x ∞ →0. Rearranging equation :
x ∞ is the image coordinate projected by laser plane at infinity point P in camera. Make the derivation of the equation y 
On the basis of (6):
In (7), X is the current image coordinates. If the size of the Δyc can be controlled and calculating the Δy by image processing, the base length "b" of the structured light can be determined.
B. Robot Hand-Eye Calibration
The robot hand-eye calibration matrix is to determine the conversion of camera coordinate and the manipulator coordinate.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the T ER is the end of robot hand transition matrix "E" relative to the base coordinate matrix "R".
From the robot visual controller, spin matrix R ER and translation vector t ER can be read directly. T CE is the transformation matrix of camera coordinate system "C" relative to the end of robot hand transition matrix "E", which includes spin matrix R CE and translation vector t CE . Because the sensor is fixed at the end of the manipulator, T CE does not change with the movement of the manipulator.
In this paper, the same target point M is detected by changing the robot's pose. Assuming that the robot is in the "i" pose, the coordinates of the target point M in the camera coordinate system is M i C and in robot base coordinate system is M R . The conversion relationship between the two coordinates is as follows:
Expanding the above equation:
Controlling the robot hand to the target point M on the weld for many times:
1) Spin matrix solver
If the pose of the robot is kept constant during movement, then R ER1 =R ER2 =…=R ERn =R 0 .Because R isan orthogonal matrix, so R R . Through multiple measurements:
The equality can be simplified into R A b . Then using the method of "Singular Value Decomposition" to solve it.
U and V are respectively the right singular matrix and the left singular matrix of the matrix "A b ".
2) Translation vector
According to (11):
Controlling of the robot arm to detect the target point, which could make an equation A 2 t CE =b 2 .Solving the equation based on least square method:
V. SYSTEM CALIBRATION AND WELDING SEAM TRACKING EXPERIMENT
A. Calibration of Sensor
When the climb up, the plane at infinity is a straight line. Similarly, the two parallel lines in the infinite to a point. As shown in Fig. 6 , put calibration target in horizontal level and adjust the position of the sensor to make camera's optical axis is perpendicular to the target. In the same time, laser plane and two parallel lines in A, B two points. Then controlling the camera to move along the optical axis, a series of points named " A i , B i (i=1,2…n)" are generated in laser plane. These points project in the camera are a i , b i (i=1,2…n).Two parallel lines are formed by "Ai、Bi "on the laser plane, which will become the same point in infinity laser plane.
Unitizing a i and b i to fit straight line. The intersection of the two straight lines is the projection of a point on the camera in the infinity of the laser plane, whose coordinate is (6.9122, 0.2598). So x =6.9122mm.Focal length can be obtained in the camera calibration, f = 6.7595mm.
cot θ x f 1.022 ⁄ By moving the sensor changes the size of the Delta v and delta yc, sensor based b can be obtained. The calibration results are shown in Table I 
B. Robot Hand-Eye Matrix
The target point M was detected with five times pure translational motion and five motion pose, and the end of each manipulator was recorded. As shown in Fig. 7 : Fig. 7 . The calibration target of hand-eye calibration experiments.
TableII is the coordinate of target points in the camera coordinate system and Table III is the pose of the manipulator end of each measurement. What can be seen from TabIII is the Euler angle is shown on the controller. Conversion relationship between Euler angle and transition matrix as followed: 
C. Welding Seam Tracking Experiment
As shown in Fig. 8 , in order to verify the reliability of the system in the seam tracking, a robot laser scanning welding seam tracking system is used to detect the welding seam of the workpiece. Firstly, robot controls the sensor to collect three hundred laser images contained with information of weld one by one. Secondly, using an algorithm to analyse these images. The final Fitting Weld track is shown as Fig. 9 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the research object of the laser scanning welding seam tracking system and laser image processing based on digital morphology. According to the mathematical model of sensor measurement, the result makes the conclusion about the method of proposed calibration and robot hand eye calibration sensor structure parameters. In future, the method of robot motion control will be further studied on this basis.
